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bottom-up gamma-band influences depended most strongly on the top-down beta-band influences,
74
that were directed to the origin of the bottom-up influence.
75

RESULTS
76
Top-down versus Bottom-up Spectral Asymmetries and their Stimulus and Task
77
Dependence
78
To assess the individual frequency bands for each monkey, we first computed the power spectral 79 densities (PSD) during stimulation in two awake monkeys (monkey K and monkey P) for each region-
80
of-interest (ROI) of two selected region-of-interest (ROI) pairs: 7A-V1 and V1-V4 (Fig. 1a, b) . The ROI 81 pair 7A-V1 was selected, because it constitutes a clear top-down pathway with documented 
85
7A→V1 influence. For both ROI pairs, the ECoG provided good coverage. Area 7A shows strong beta-86 band peaks in both monkeys (monkey K: ≈17 Hz; monkey P: ≈13 Hz) (Fig. 2e, f) . Areas V1 and V4
87
show gamma frequency peaks (monkey K: ≈76 Hz; monkey P: ≈60 Hz) ( Fig. 2a-d) . Beta activity is 88 visible in V4 and V1 of both monkeys at their matching peak frequencies found in area 7A. In area V4
89
of both monkeys, there are distinct beta peaks. In area V1, monkey K shows a distinct beta peak, and 90 monkey P shows a shoulder in the power spectrum, at the respective beta frequency. We determined 91 the dominant inter-areal communication frequencies for each monkey by calculating the pair-wise 92 phase consistency (PPC), a frequency-resolved measure of synchronization (Vinck, van Wingerden, 
93
Womelsdorf, Fries, & Pennartz, 2010) , between the V1-V4 and 7A-V1 ROI pairs ( Fig. 2g-j) . Gamma 
94
band synchronization was present for both ROI pairs in both monkeys with peaks at ≈76 Hz in monkey
95
K and in a range of 58-65 Hz in monkey P. Beta peaks were present between both ROI pairs: at ≈17
96
Hz in monkey K and at ≈12 Hz in monkey P. Some of the power and PPC spectra showed also a 97 theta-band peak, which is not further investigated, because the focus of this study is on the interaction 98 between beta and gamma rhythms. For the further analyses, data from both monkeys were combined,
99
by aligning their individual beta and gamma peaks ±10 Hz and averaging across monkeys.
100
To demonstrate that inter-areal gamma-band synchronization is stimulus driven (Bosman et al., 2012;  101 Grothe et al., 2012) , we contrasted PPC between the fixation and stimulation conditions. 
102
shows significantly enhanced gamma-band synchronization between ROI pairs V1-V4 and 7A-V1 103 once the stimulus has appeared, in contrast to an almost flat spectrum when no stimulus is present.
104
This finding is consistent with gamma-band oscillations occurring as a result of stimulus drive. In 105 contrast, beta-band synchronization for both ROI pairs is present already during the pre-stimulus 106 fixation period, suggesting an endogenous origin (Fig. 3a, b) . Beta synchronization is maintained 107 during the stimulation period, consistent with an ongoing top-down influence.
108
We next assessed the dominant directionality of interareal synchronization and its attentional 109 modulation. We quantified directionality of synchronization by means of Granger causality (GC) 110 (Bressler & Seth, 2011; Ding, Chen, & Bressler, 2006; Granger, 1969) . As shown by Bastos et al.
111
(2015b), and extended to humans by Michalareas et al. (2016) , the top-down beta-band influence of 112 area 7A to V1 is significantly greater than the bottom-up beta-band influence of V1 to 7A (Fig. 3e) .
113
This top-down beta-band influence is significantly increased when attention is directed to the visual 114 hemifield contralateral to the recording grid (Fig. 3c) , consistent with an earlier report (Bastos, Litvak, 
115
et al., 2015a). Between V1 and V4, the gamma-band influence is stronger in the bottom-up direction 116 from area V1 to V4 (Fig. 3f) . The bottom-up gamma-band influence of V1 to V4 was significantly 117 increased with attention (Fig. 3d) . 
118
141
Bidirectional GC influences for 7A-V1 (l) and V1-V4 (n), averaged over all site pairs then averaged over monkeys 
159
Here we used JC to correlate the top-down GC from a 7A site to a V1 site with the bottom-up GC from 160 the same V1 site to a V4 site. We refer to these configurations of three sites as 'triplets', and the JC
161
was determined for all possible 7A→V1→V4 triplets (N=10664, Monkey K: 3944, Monkey P=6720).
162
The JC was calculated between all possible combinations of top-down frequencies and bottom-up 163 frequencies, both ranging from 1-100 Hz. Fig. 4a shows the average over all triplets from each 164 monkey averaged after alignment of their respective beta and gamma GC peaks. It reveals that top-
165
down beta GC is correlated with bottom-up beta GC, and the same holds for the respective gamma
166
GCs to a lesser extent. Crucially, top-down beta GC also shows a significant positive correlation with 167 bottom-up gamma GC. The peak of this cross-frequency interaction is well aligned with the average
168
7A→V1 beta and V1→V4 gamma GC peak frequencies (Fig. 4a , line plots -intersection of the 169 dashed lines). Importantly, there is no significant JC between 7A→V1 gamma and V1→V4 beta GC,
170
even though 7A→V1 gamma GC is significantly correlated to V1→V4 gamma GC and 7A→V1 beta
171
GC is significantly correlated to V1→V4 beta GC. 
176
moderate size (Cohen, 1988) . We tested for differences in the correlation coefficient between top-
177
down beta and bottom-up gamma GC for the contralateral and ipsilateral conditions separately (Fig.   178   4c ). There was no significant difference between these conditions, consistent with a mechanism that 179 exists under both attention conditions, such that attentional increases in top-down beta-band 180 influences, as shown above, lead to increased bottom-up gamma-band influences, as we also show.
181
We next investigated whether the JC between 7A→V1 beta and V1→V4 gamma GC depended on 182 involving the same V1 site, which would demonstrate spatial specificity at the level of recording sites.
183
We tested this spatial specificity by pairing 7A→V1 beta GC to a specific V1 site, with V1→V4 gamma
184
GC from a different V1 site, where the distance that separated the two V1 sites was parametrically 
330
METHODS
331
Visual Stimulation and Behavioral Task each of the gratings on each trial (Fig. 1a) . Following a random delay interval (monkey K : 1 -1.5 s; 343 monkey P : 0.8 -1.3 s), the central fixation point changed color to match one of the drifting gratings,
344
indicating that this grating was the target stimulus, i.e. the fixation point color was the attentional cue.
345
When the target stimulus was positioned in the visual hemifield contralateral to the recorded 346 hemisphere, we refer to this condition as attend contra, whereas when the target was in the ipsilateral 
372
Three ROIs were selected for the current study: V1, V4, and area 7A (referred to simply as "7A"). ROIs Fig. 1b, 3g ( 
383
Preprocessing and Spectral Analysis General 
395
1993; Thomson, 1982) . We applied 5 tapers, resulting in a spectral smoothing of +/-6 Hz. All epochs
396
were zero-padded to 1 s resulting in a spectral resolution of 1 Hz. The coefficients resulting from the
397
FFT were used to determine the cross spectral density, which is the basis for two connectivity metrics 
403
High Resolution Spectral Comparisons
404
For the analyses of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , we used all 0.5 s epochs that could be defined with 60%
405
overlap. This overlap allows for the application of Welch's method (Welch, 1967) and was selected as 
428
This gives rise to a surrogate distribution of data against which the group data may be assessed.
429
Multiple comparisons correction was performed across all frequencies tested (1-45 Hz and 55-100 Hz
430
in steps of 1 Hz).
431
To compare attention to the hemifield contralateral ("attend contra") versus ipsilateral ("attend ipsi") to
432
the recorded hemisphere, we defined the post-cue period as the time from 0.3 s after cue presentation
433
(to avoid cue presentation transients) until the first change in either the target or distracter stimulus.
434
This 
437
Non-parametric GC is known to be biased by sample size (Bastos & Schoffelen, 2015) , thus the 438 number of epochs per attention condition needed to be balanced for each monkey. This was
439
accomplished by finding the condition with the fewest epochs, and randomly selecting this number of 440 epochs from the other condition. The statistical difference between conditions was also assessed 441 using a non-parametric statistical framework as described for the fixation versus stimulation contrast.
442
The comparison of top-down versus bottom-up GC was performed on the pooled data from the attend 443 contra and ipsi conditions. Since this was a within-condition comparison, no balancing of epoch 444 numbers was needed, and all epochs from both attend conditions were used. 
467
Jackknife Correlation
468
We aimed at quantifying the correlation between moment-by-moment co-fluctuations in two GC
469
influences. This is normally precluded by the fact that GC influences are not defined per single data 
477
, where x specifies the recording site and j specifies the index of the left-out observation, here the 478 epoch. JC requires independent epochs. Thus, we followed the same segmentation strategy as for the 
484
, where is defined as the number of jackknife replications and is equal to the total number of epochs, monkeys. When monkeys were combined, spectra were aligned to the beta-and gamma-peak 500 frequencies and averages were first taken across all triplets of each monkey to weight both monkeys 501 equally.
502
For testing spatial specificity, we analyzed recording site triplets, which did not share the same V1 site 
510
Lagged Jackknife Correlation (LJC) 
523
was chosen to cover a range of lags from -500 ms to 500 ms. The GC calculation itself was as in the 524 previous zero-lag JC, using 500 ms and the tapering specified above. We used data from 0.3 s post-525 cue to 2 s post-cue, eliminating shorter trials so that longer lags could be tested (878 trials used,
526
Monkey K: 398, Monkey P: 480). LJC was calculated across trials, i.e. leaving out an entire trial at a 
537
, where m is the number of 500 ms windows, stepped at 5 ms, that fitted into the trial length of 1.7 s.
538
Statistical significance was assessed using the same logic as used for the JC, where the epoch order
539
of one member of the JC was permuted with respect to the other. For the LJC, the permutation was 540 identical for each time step and lag, to be conservative. Multiple comparison correction must take 541 place over the multiple lags, which is achieved by taking the maximum absolute Spearman's rho value 542 across lags for each permutation. The resulting distribution is used to assess the probability that the 543 empirical result at each lag occurred by chance. The empirical and the permutation metrics were first 544 averaged over all triplets per monkey and then averaged over the two monkeys, to give equal weight 545 to both subjects.
546
We wished to assess whether the LJC peak lag of -105 ms was significantly different from a lag of 547 zero. We did so using a jackknife method to determine the standard error of the peak position in 548 milliseconds (Efron, 1981) . In this case we leave out a specific triplet to assess the variability of the 549 peak. The jackknife procedure causes a compression of the variance , thus the 550 5 ms sampling grid would not be sufficient to represent the peak positions of the jackknife replications.
551
To account for this, we cubic spline interpolated each replication to a resolution of 0.001 ms, which 552 proved adequate to represent the variance of the peak. The peak of each jackknife replication was 553 found using a Gaussian fit of the smoothed correlation as a function of lag (findpeaksG.m by T.C
554
O'Haver). We then derived the standard error of the estimator, and converted this to a t-score by 555 dividing the mean peak lag value of the jackknife replications by the estimated standard error. The 556 significance of this t-value was then assessed against Student's t-distribution. At the group level, this 557 procedure entails concatenating the data from both monkeys, and leaving out each triplet once. Based 
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